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B R O N IS ŁA W A  B ŁA S ZC ZYK
Another proof that a finite integral domain is a field
In many books we can find proofs of the theorem on finite integral 
domains and all proofs run exactly as, for example, in the BIRKHOFF
and M cLANE ’S Survey of Modern Algebra (ch. II, §3).
It may be of interest to prove the theorem in the following quite 
different manner.
Let R  be a finite integral domain (i.e. a finite commutative ring 
without zero divisors) and let R* be the set of non-zero elements of R. 
I f  a e  R*, then a, a2, , all belong to R* (there are no zero divisors 
in R) and because of the finitness of R  we get aP =  av for some positive 
integers p, q, p >  q. We shall prove that clp-v is the unit of the ring R. 
In fact, if b e R, we have
baP =  baQ, baP —  b a i  =  0, (baP-Q —  b ) =  0.
But a<J ^  0, so baP-Q —  b =  0, i.e. aP-Q is the unit of the ring R.
Now observe that for every a e  R* there is an inverse element in R*. 
Indeed, if aP — a<i, p >  q, then aP-Q is the unit and if p-q  =  1 there is 
nothing to prove, since a is the inverse for itself; if, on the other hand, 
p-q  >  1 , then
a • aP-Q--* =  aP-i,
i. e- aP-Q-1 is the inverse of a.
Thus the ring R  is a field.
B R O N IS ŁA W A  B ŁA S Z C Z Y K
N O W Y DOWOD TW IERD ZEN IA , ZE SKO Ń C ZO N Y PIERŚCIEŃ C A Ł K O W IT Y
JEST C IAŁEM .
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